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Perturbed y-y angular-correlation experiments were carried out using extremely dilute '"Cd probes
to measure the pressure dependence of the magnetic hyperfine field at a vacancy-solute complex in Ni in
which the Cd probe is relaxed to the center of a tetrahedron of vacancies. The pressure dependence of
the hyperfine field of the defect-free substitutional site was found to be dHh&/dp = —
0. 038(6) kG/kbar,
which agrees with a previous measurement.
The pressure dependence of the hyperfine field associated
with the vacancy complex was found to be dHhf/dp = —
0. 023(4) kG/kbar. Results are not found to be
consistent with a simple picture of the hyperfine-field-production
mechanism obtained from recent firstprinciples calculations.

"

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic hyperfine fields at nuclei of diamagnetic impurities in ferromagnetic hosts have been well studied for
the past thirty years. It has been noticed from the
that there are general
analysis of tabulated fields'
trends in impurity hyperfine fields across the periodic
table; in particular, for series of sp impurities such as Ag
to Xe, the fields are negative at the beginning of the
series, change over to positive near the rniddle, and reach
a steep maximum near the end. Several models have been
proposed to explain this trend in terms of the
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya- Yosida- (RKKY) like model,
volume-misfit model, and lattice-distortion
model.
It
that detailed pressure and
has also been emphasized
measurements
of the sptemperature
dependence
impurity hyperfine fields should elucidate the mechanisms behind the systematic trends.
In recent years, studies have also been made of impurity hyperfine fields when the impurity probe traps vacancies in its 6rst-neighbor shell. Hohenemser et al. observed a cubic-symmetric defect-associated Cd hyperfine
field of —
27 kG by perturbed y-y angular correlation
(PAC) in '"In-implanted Ni, which is more positive than
67-kG hyperfine field at substitutional defect-free
the —
Cd. They identified the Cd-vacancy complex as a solute
associated with three vacancies, in which the position of
the substitutional solute relaxed to a tetrahedral interstitial site in fcc Ni surrounded by four vacancies. This is
denoted as the tetrahedral complex below. Because of
the cubic symmetry of the probe in this complex, no
quadrupole interactions are present, and there is only a
magnetic interaction. What makes the tetrahedral complex interesting is the difference between the numbers and
distances of the Ni magnetic moments from the Cd probe
in the substitutional and tetrahedral sites. Comparison of
their magnetic fields and their pressure dependence may
give insight into the origin of the transferred hyperfine
field.
45

Later on, de Waard et al. used
Sb implantation to
study fields at vacancy-Sn complex in Ni, fcc Co, and Fe.
In all three cases, they found that the vacancy-associated

"

Sn impurity
complexes have increased (more positive)
hyperfine fields. They interpreted their data using the
conduction-electron-polarization
(CEP) model of Blandin
and Campbell and obtained good qualitative agreement.
More recently, Weyer and collaborators
and de
Waard and collaborators
both carried out detailed
studies of the tetrahedral complexes involving
Sn,
"9Sb ' 'Te, ' Te Mossbauer probes,
and a "'Cd
PAC probe.
In this paper, we use perturbed angular correlations of
"'Cd to study the pressure dependence of the Cd
hyper6ne field at the tetrahedral complex in Ni. We
compare it to the pressure dependence at the defect-free
substitutional site and discuss results in terms of recent
calculations by Akai, Akai, and Kanomori. '

'

""

'"

"

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Samples used were 25-pm-thick, 99.999% pure Ni foils
from Johnson Matthey Co. which were cleaned in diluted
HC1 solution and rinsed with deionized water. Carrierfree "'In activity in 0.05M HC1 solution was purchased
from New England Nuclear Corporation and deposited
and dried on the Ni foils. The foils were then annealed
under Aowing H2 at 800'C for 1 h and oven cooled to
diffuse the activity uniformly inside. A preliminary PAC
measurement was made to ensure that most of the "'In
activity stays at the substitutional site. The foil was then
cold-rolled at room temperature to about twice its original length and annealed for 15 min at 500 K in vacuum
to form the tetrahedral complex by migration and trap' A PAC measurement of the damping of trivacancies.
aged foil was taken at ambient pressure and served as a
zero-pressure standard. Different samples were used for
each pressure measurement.
Typical values of the site
fractions for the substitutional and tetrahedral complexes
4672
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FIG. i. Typical zero-field PAC spectrum and its Fourier
spectrum of "'Cd in Ni after deformation and annealing at 500
K showing the co and 2~ signals of the substitutional and
tetrahedral complex sites.
in the damaged foils were 25%%uo and 20%, respectively.
measurements
(P)20 kbar)
Afterward, high-pressure
were carried out using an opposed Bridgman anvil cell'5
capable of presures of 70 kbar. The pressure in the
Bridgman anvil cell was loaded through a 25-ton press.
The cell was supported at an upper shoulder; this allowed
the cell to stretch downward upon loading. A dial indicator was used to measure the relative stretch of the cell.
The pressure was locked onto the sample by tightening a
nut on the top of the pressure cell. The hydraulic pressure of the press was then released slowly. The nut retained most of the pressure on the sample. Usually the
pressure dropped approximately 10% after the nut was
tightened and the hydraulic pressure relased. The average pressure in the cell was calculated by the ratio of the
applied force to the anvil area. The spot size of the "'In
activity was typically 2 mm in diaineter and was centered

1.03

1.02

3
CL

3

in the 10-mm-diam anvil face. The pressure measurements at lower pressures (P
kbar) were carried out usa
pressure
hydrostatic
ing
pump equipped with an
intensifier. The pressures were measured by an Ashcroft
were made using
pressure gauge. PAC measurements
two NaI detectors at an angle of 180'. Coincidence spectra were first fitted with a nonlinear least-squares fitting

(7

program to determine the accidental background. Then
the raw data were background subtracted and divided by
the nuclear decay lifetime to obtain the perturbation
function. Standard methods" were used to extract the
nuclear Larmor precession frequency ar and the site population from the reduced data. Hyperfine fields were calculated from the Larmor frequencies using the known g
factor" of the PAC level of "'Cd.
All measurements were made in zero applied field. In
Fig. 1, a typical zero-pressure PAC time-domain spectrum is shown with its Fourier transform. Since the data
were taken in zero applied field, signals at both the Larare present for each site. The
mor frequency co and
pressure dependences of the fields at the substitutional
site (site 1) and the tetrahedral complex (site 2) are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. The measured Larmor frequencies were
normalized by the average Larmor frequencies measured
at zero pressure. In Fig. 2, we find the pressure dependence to be —
0.038(6) kG/kbar from the slope of a
straight-line fit, in agreement with a previous measurement of Lindgren and Vijay. ' For the tetrahedral com0. 023(4)
plex, the corresponding result in Fig. 3 is —
kG/kbar. Results of our experiment are summarized in
Table I.
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FIG. 2. Pressure dependence
tutional Cd in Ni.

of the hyperfine 6eld of substi-

Because of their complexity, there have been very few
first-principles calculations'
of impurity hyperfine field
in ferromagnetic hosts. Lindgren and Ellis' used the
local-density formalism in an embedded-cluster model to
calculate impurity hyperfine fields in Fe, Co, and Ni.
used Green-function
Akai, Akai, and Kanomori'
methods to calculate sp and transition-metal
impurity
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TABLE I. Substitutional and tetrahedral complex-associated
HhE

'Calculated using the bulk compressibility

d lnHhf/dP

d 1nH&&/d ln V"

—0.038(6} ko/kbar
—0.023(4) kG/kbar

+0.56(8)X10 ' kbar
+Q. 83(15)X10 ' kbar

—1.04(15)
—1.54(28)

of Ni c = —5. 4X 10

hyperfine fields in ferromagnetic hosts. Both calculations
gave similar results which explain the hyperfine-field systematics for substitutional impurities. These calculations
have led to the following qualitative picture. Generally
speaking, the electronic spin polarization at the nucleus
of an sp impurity, which in turn leads to the hyperfine
field through the Fermi contact term, is induced through
hybridization between impurity s and host d states. Because of this hybridization, the local spin density of states
at the nucleus splits into bonding and antibonding states.
Because of the exchange interaction, the spin polarization
at the nucleus produced by the bonding states is negative
and that of the antibonding states is positive, Thus, the
net hyperfine field is a competition between two large
contributions with opposite sign.
When pressure is applied specificall to Ni, there are
two inajor mechanisms that change the hyperfine field:
(1) The magnetic moment of the Ni host is observed by
Kondorskii and Sedov to decrease, which implies a decrease in the magnitude of the hyperfine field, no matter
what its sign. (2) The matrix element mixing the host d
states and the impurity s states increases due to increasing
states
overlap of orbitals, pushing some antibonding
above the Fermi level. This leads a more negative magnetic hyperfine field.
For a positive tota1 hyperfine field, the two mechanisms
both tend to decrease the field, while for a negative total
field, the mechanisms oppose each other. This explaiiis
of ' 'TeFe and ' IFe, where the
why in the cases
derivatives
of the
fields are positive, the pressure
hyperfine field' are much larger than for '"CdFe or

'

"'Cd%i.

In the present

work, the pressure

of Cd in Ni measured at 293

dHhf/d~

(P=O)

—66.9(3) kG
—27. 3(3) kG

Substitutional
Tetrahedral
complex

hyperfine fields and pressure derivatives
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' "CdNi

fields nt the substitutional
and
hyperfine
tetrahedral vacancy sites are both negative, which indicates the second mechanism is more important than the

erst.
Intuitively, we expect the local compressibility at the
vacancy complex to be larger than the bulk compressibility of nickel. As the pressure increases, therefore, the Ni
host atom distances from the solute should decrease more
rapidly for the vacancy complex than for the defect-free
site. Relatively, this will enhance the second mechanism
for the vacancy complex, so that we would expect a
larger pressure derivative for the vacailcy complex.
However, our results clearly showed that the pressure
derivative at the vacancy complex was only half of that at
the substitutional site. Thus, other factors not considered
in the simple picture above must affect the pressure
derivative of the hyperfine field, such as the details structure of the density of states near the Fermi surface. To
understand
calculations of
our results, first-principles
hyperfine fields and pressure derivatives at both substitutional and vacancy complex sites appear to be necessary.
For the vacancy-associated sites, these should include
effects of local lattice relaxation at both sites.
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